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CLEOPATRA: The Designer Masterpiece of Luxury Heated Loungers



Cleopatra Infra-Red Chaise Lounge
Discover the world’s most elegant expression of  “thermotherapy”. 

Natural Infrared Energy embodied in an artisan, marble sculpture.

Winner of  the prestigious European Health & Spa Award in the category: 

BEST TECHNICAL SPA INNOVATION

Enhance the ambience of  your spa or wellness center and create an everlasting impression of  

luxury and well-being with our elegant, hand crafted, infrared marble chaise-lounge. 

Relax – Repair – Renew—Detoxify—these are the possibilities we offer your guests. 

Our infrared heated, chaise lounges are masterpieces of  design, combining the tradition of  Italian 

craftsmanship with the reliability of  German engineering.



Lie back on our infrared-heated, ergonomically perfect, natural stone chaise lounge and feel your body’s tension
melt away.
Unlike other “heat” therapies infrared heat penetrates below the skin’s surface, providing unprecedented health
benefits and a profound sense of deep relaxation.
Infrared heat is completely safe—hospitals use infrared heat to warm premature babies.

HOW IT WORKS

Infrared therapy enhances well-being by:

• Promoting deep relaxation and stress reduction

• Improving detoxification—Sweat produced by infrared heat contains approximately 20% toxins
compared to 3% with sweat produced by exercise or other heat therapies.

• Providing Immune system support—It stimulates the production of blood cells that help the body fight
viruses and infections.

• Accelerating recovery from injuries—Infrared heat helps to release enzymes in the body that increase
the elimination of damaged tissues.

• Easing joint pain and stiffness—infrared heat penetrates deeply into the muscular and skeletal system
providing prompt pain relief and greater joint mobility.

• Improving blood circulation and helping to lower blood pressure. (According to “Canadian Family
Physician”, infrared treatment can offer relief from chronic fatigue syndrome and congestive heart
failure.)

• Aiding in weight control/management—it mildly accelerates the burning of calories.

• Rejuvenating your skin—Infrared waves help stimulate the production of collagen and increase skin
regeneration, improving the skin’s tone, texture and elasticity.

Your guest’s overall spa experience will be enriched, their health enhanced and their body rejuvenated with our
unique infrared chaise lounge.



3 zones heating system

Comfort without compromise. Each Cleopatra Hot Stone Chaise Lounge is equipped (on demand) with a thermostat switch system that allows you to adjust the 

heat of  3 independent zones—legs, hips, back—to maximize your comfort and individualize your treatment. The 3- zone heating system upgrade is specifically 

designed to satisfy your unique needs be they personal or medical. 



Our lounges can be used as valuable adjuncts to your spa’s existing treatments or as a stand-alone treatment for a variety of

health conditions. They heighten and improve the effects of facials, body wraps, reflexology treatments and more. In

addition, infrared treatment can be the sole treatment to alleviate numerous health conditions.

Emerging science is providing clinical evidence to suggest far infrared therapy has a variety of applications.



Inclination

There is elegance of  movement and perfection in the details. A simple pressure on the button and the sculpture swings.  An infinite variable control switch allows 

you to find the optimum comfort for unparalleled relaxation. A sensation that only Classico can provide - a result no one has achieved before.



Imagine the ultimate in relaxation and stress reduction gracing the privacy of  an elegant hotel suite, relaxation room or the 

cocooning ambience of  a hushed treatment room---this is the promise that awaits your guests with our beautiful chaise lounge. 

Does your Spa have a glorious natural setting? Picture looking out over a scenic vista---luxuriating in the outdoors whilst enveloped 

in the radiant warmth of  infrared heat—this is what we can help you offer your discerning clientele. 



Your SPA, an exclusive atmosphere, infused with elegance—this is the impression you can achieve with the added luxury of  our Infrared Chaise Lounge.

The silky smooth natural stone surface caresses and soothes the skin, while pleasant warmth penetrates the body delivering unsurpassed relaxation.  

Create an experience that will linger in your guest’s memory.



Colour collection 
An elegant color selection for our Chaise Lounge accessories. 

Skai leather headrests and a choice of  metallic paints for the base allow for a perfect integration with 

your personal décor.

Skai leather headrest

Marble Colours

Headrest Colours

Metallic Paints

Linen

Dark BrownChestnutSandstone Desest Gold Black

Caramel Indiana Tobacco

BLANCHE
Italian White Statuario Marble

Dark Grey Grey

NOIRE
Finest Black Marquina Marble

Black White

GlacierMoonbeamSilver

IVOIRE
Special High Density Limestone

Digital Thermostat

Waterproof Construction

Glas-Fibre cover

Floor protective Rollers

Features

• Our heated loungers are carved from a single
marble block and supported by a highly robust
and mobile construction.

• Contemporary design in 2 collections and 3
different models offer variety and unlimited
applications.

• Digital thermostat allowing for temperatures
up to 41.5°C/105°F.

• Warmth radiated by the marble envelops the
entire body enhancing its innate regenerative
processes.

• The ergonomic form and the handcrafted silky
smooth surface offer an unmatched comfort.
Electro-smog free Heating System.

• Hygienically perfect thanks to the joint-less
surface of the marble sculpture.

• Equipped with floor protective rollers for
extreme freedom of use and mobility.

• Suitable for in-outdoor and wet areas (IP54).
• All components made in Germany and TÜV-UL

approved.
• Plug in & Play installation, no further technical

or monetary investment is necessary.
• Five year guarantee for all electronic and

mechanical components.



Two collections and three different models allow you to choose the perfect lounger for any environment, be it your own home or a professional setting such as a Spa or Wellness 

Centre. Cleopatra is the first heated chaise lounge handcrafted from a single marble block. In addition, it is mounted on rollers, making it very easy to handle, whether indoors or 

outdoors.  “Cleopatra” is a revolution in Medical Wellness - Wellness for mind, body and soul, embodied in an elegant timeless design. 



CLEOPATRA

Collection

Cleopatra Classico BLANCHE

Cleopatra Basico NOIRECleopatra Classico NOIRE Cleopatra Moderno NOIRE

Cleopatra Moderno BLANCHE Cleopatra Basico BLANCHE

Cleopatra Basico IVOIRECleopatra Moderno IVOIRECleopatra Classico IVOIRE

The Cleopatra Hot Stone Chaise 
Lounge represents a new concept 
in wellness. For the first time it is 

possible to enjoy both the 
powerful effect of healing 

Infrared rays and unsurpassed 
comfort embodied within a chaise 

lounge. Innovative design, 
combined with masterful 

engineering, offers you a relaxing 
and preventive therapy with the 
elegance and appeal of a marble 
sculpture. Our chaise lounge is a 

piece of applied, functional art 
that will enrich your environment 
and give you a new dimension of 

well-being.



DIVA

Collection            

DIVA Classico BLANCHE

DIVA Basico NOIREDIVA Classico NOIRE DIVA Moderno NOIRE

DIVA Moderno BLANCHE DIVA Basico BLANCHE

DIVA Basico IVOIREDIVA Moderno IVOIREDIVA Classico IVOIRE

Sinuous curves, captivating lines, hand crafted marble, embodied within a fiberglass frame painted with exclusive 
metallic lacquers---this is the “Diva” model Lounge. Diva is an exquisite piece of art that blends bold design with 
innovative engineering. The new fiberglass frame that embodies the marble sculpture enhances the elegance of the 
lounger while offering it durable protection and a quality of dignified uniqueness. Furthermore, The Diva maintains 
Cleopatra’s Far-Infrared heating system with all its benefits and functionalities.



The model “Classico” is unique in its
structure combining both design and
technology. With its adjustable tilt
angle it offers optimum relaxation and
a zero gravity effect. Its precise
ergonomics and its characteristic
versatility make “Classico“ the perfect
choice for in-home or professional use.

-Weight: DIVA 190Kg; Cleopatra 235Kg;
-Dimension: 1930mm x 680mm x 835mm
-Hidden thermostat control: Up to 104°F 

-30 minutes to achieve set temperature 

Waterproof metal construction; metallic colour lacquered Glass fibre; natural stone sculpture; electrical plug, digital thermostat;
floor protecting wheels

UPGRADE POSSIBILITIES
• Three zone heating system
• Adjustable tilt angle
• Genuine leather cover base

CLASSICO

Technical Drawings



The graceful design of Cleopatra
“Classico” is repeated in Cleopatra
“Moderno”. The simplified, low profile
design and elegant curves of the base
will fit perfectly in any surrounding.
Unlike the model Classico, Moderno is
not available in the reclining position.
It is therefore suitable in situations
where “relaxation” is the primary focus
of treatment.

-Weight: DIVA 135Kg; Cleopatra 165Kg;
-Dimension: 1930mm x 680mm x 835mm
-Hidden thermostat control: Up to 104°F 

-30 minutes to achieve set temperature 

Waterproof metal construction; metallic colour lacquered Glass fibre; natural stone sculpture; electrical plug, digital thermostat;
floor protecting wheels

UPGRADE POSSIBILITIES
• Three zone heating system
• Genuine leather cover base

MODERNO

Technical Drawings



Minimalistic, contemporary design
embodied in the same exquisite
sculpture found in Cleopatra and Diva,
this is the appeal of the “Basico”
model. Basico is the choice for purists
who understand that essentials are
sometimes enough to enhance and
reflect the aesthetics of a peaceful
sanctuary. An optional wooden base
underlines its purist elegance making it
the perfect choice to enrich pool or Spa
surroundings.

-Weight: DIVA 95Kg; Cleopatra 120Kg; 
-Dimension: 1930mm x 680mm x 540mm
-Hidden thermostat control: Up to 104°F 

-30 minutes to achieve set temperature 

Waterproof metal construction; metallic colour lacquered Glass fibre; natural stone sculpture; electrical plug, digital thermostat;
floor protecting wheels

UPGRADE POSSIBILITIES
• Three zone heating system
• Genuine leather cover base
• Wood covered base

BASICO

Technical Drawings



“CESAR”  Infrared Heated - Chaise Lounge Collection 
BLANCHE = White MarbleNOIRE = Black Marble IVOIRE = Beige Limestone 

Basico CHÂTAIN    10.900,--€

CHÂTAIN = Brown Marble EMPIRE = Tiger Eyes Semi-precious Stone



“SQUARE”  
Infrared Heated -Wet Massage Table Collection 

Basico NORE    10.400,--€

BLANCHE = White Marble

NOIRE = Black Marble IVOIRE = Beige Limestone 

CESAR EMPIRE 
Tiger Eye Preciuos Stone & Black marble CHÂTAIN = Brown Marble



“SQUARE” 
Infrared Heated - Hamam Daybed Collection 

Basico NORE    10.400,--€

BLANCHE = White Marble

NOIRE = Black Marble IVOIRE = Beige Limestone 

CESAR EMPIRE 
Tiger Eye Preciuos Stone & Black marble CHÂTAIN = Brown Marble


